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Problem

How does foil, cardboard, and a baking pan affect how strong the Wifi signal 
remains.



Background 

This idea was developed when i was watching a Youtube video and the internet signal was 
making my video glitch and lag. After that experience i became interested in the possible reasons 
why my internet connection could have been acting so poorly. This question is very interesting to 
me because i have had internet problems in the past, and by doing this experiment i can learn to 
prevent this from happening again. Testing materials that might be responsible for blocking Wifi 
signals is what i think can be a good start to find out why my Wifi was being blocked. This 
question is relevant to science because learning about what materials that can block your Wifi 
could be useful to other people whose Wifi signal is reacting poorly but maybe their signal is 
being blocked and this information could help them.

Wifi allows devices to exchange information with each other or connect to the internet, 
without having to do a-lot because you don’t need a cable which is less difficult to connect, this is 
possible with a type of electromagnetic radiation called radio waves.



Hypothesis

If i test what material can block a Wifi signal then, i think that the baking pan will 
block the Wifi signal the best because it’s sturdier than aluminium foil and 
cardboard.



Variables 

Independent Variable- Foil, Baking pan, Cardboard

Dependent Variable- How strong the wifi signal stays.

Control Variable- Distance from the router, size and shape.

Constants- The size of the materials, the same height off the floor, nothing 
between the wireless device and the router, and keeping the orientation the same 
each trial.



Materials/procedure

❖ Wireless router
❖ Wifi enabled device like a smartphone , table, or a laptop with Wifi adapter
❖ Program or app to analyze the strength of the wireless signal (preferably 

dBm)
❖ Blocking materials (Baking pan , foil, cardboard) 

(Step 1) On a flat surface place your Wifi router an appropriate distance from your 
blocking material. 

(Step 2) With your program or app check the signal of the Wifi each trail with the 
different blocking material.

(Step 3) Observe and collect your data.



Data tables



Trials 



Results

When the baking pan was first near the Wifi router the download speed was 100 
and the upload speed was 4.71. For the next trial the download speed was 72.7 and 
the upload speed was 4.87. The last trail had a download speed of 20.8 and had a 
upload speed of 5.65 leaving with an average of 64.5 download and 15.23 upload. 
The cardboard did change but not so drastically starting off with an 89.8 
download speed and a 5.07 upload speed. The next trial download speed 62.7 and 
the upload was 5.29. The final trail’s download speed for the cardboard was 68.1 
and the upload speed was 7.27 averaging to be 73.53 download speed and 12.78 
upload speed. The final set of blocking material that was tested is the foil. 
Starting off with a 69.0 download speed and a 5.81 upload speed. The next trial 
was 89.0 download, and the upload was 6.38. The third trail was 78.4 download, 
and the upload was 8.07. The average was 78.8 download, and the upload was 14.88.   



Conclusion

Overall, my hypothesis was correct because i stated that “If i test what materials 
could block a Wifi signal, then i think that the Baking pan will block the Wifi signal 
the best because it’s sturdier than aluminum foil and cardboard.” And after all my 
conducted trails and my collected data i was correct because the baking pan was 
indeed sturdier and a thicker material than the foil and cardboard. I also found out 
through research that metal is the strongest Wifi blocking material.



Further research 

If i were to do this science experiment again then i would change the materials 
that i used. I would change the materials by using ceramic tile, a mirror or tinted 
glass. I found out after researching that these materials block Wifi the most and i 
could re-do this experiment with items that all block Wifi signals but i could find out 
which item blocks the most Wifi. Another way i could change the experiment is 
using the same material but making it thicker and larger each time. Another 
important thing I could search for a more accurate 5 star rated app that would give 
me complete information.
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